NetSuite Assessment Services

ARE YOUR NETSUITE APPLICATIONS OPTIMIZED
FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
You‘ve made your move to the Cloud with NetSuite, and are reaping the benefits of a robust
Cloud ERP solution and solid ROI. Everything seems to be going great: users are happy, processes are
flowing, and everything seems to be working fine. Or is it?
With any integrated ERP system, you still need to make sure that what is going on ‘under the covers’ is not
creating a long-term issue. Don’t let your environment become overcast with issues you could have prevented.
At ManageForce, we have years of experience developing and providing managed services for world-class ERP
systems (like Oracle, JD Edwards, etc.), and we have leveraged that experience to bring the same level of
service to our NetSuite customers. We know what to look for and take a proactive approach.
With the ManageForce Healthcheck, we take a
hardened, best practices-based approach to deliver a
comprehensive assessment of how your Cloud ERP
system is being used.
Are the users properly leveraging the robust
functionality and search capabilities?
Are the details in your SuiteBuilder configuration
providing the details that will help your end users?
Was the overall configuration of your environment
created according to current best practices?

We have built an extensive Healthcheck plan,
delivered via proven methodologies, that enable us
to capture account-specific—as well as
configuration-specific—information from your
environment. After documenting those findings, we
present back to you a proposed Remediation Plan,
which contains a best practice approach for
addressing areas in need of process and/or
performance improvements. This Healthcheck
process allows you to see the areas of your NetSuite
environment that are typically not monitored, and
gives you a better understanding of how your system
is actually being used.
As part of our Healthcheck, we review:

Our Healthcheck approach gives you a clearer
understanding of your environment and your
specific use of NetSuite applications. With our
Remediation Plan, you will receive a prioritized
plan for optimizing your organization’s usage
of your ERP system.
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Account-Specific Information
Role Configuration
SuiteBuilder Configuration/Usage
Workflow Review
Saved Search/Reporting Analysis
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